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Guide to an Unknown Literature
Sometimes a signal begins and the page
is not a spine. Simultaneously, it is a retro,
a superfiction, a lost atomic. Specifically,
a retro is a space station. The superfiction
is a logic, and the lost atomic manifests
in having a curved geometry. The retro
is known as retroactive. For example, it is
anew and a Victorian: the new is made from
the quality of being old, and the Victorian
is a fake radio show. Nearby, there is paper,
which has a center. It is for many purposes.
Here it is creating origami. It may crumple.
It is a material derived from wood or words
or night skies. Consequently, it evokes
amnesia. To summarize: it is an identity,
a conforming frame, a joker card. Granted,
identity is the quality of not being identical.
The frame is for tidying a rogue image,
and the joker card is for gaining access
to a restricted area. Besides, identity is also
known as an identity function. To be sure,
it is the cosmology of an individual
seen as an entity. Thus, it is an invitation
and a book: the invitation invites others
to the superfiction party, and the book
is a Krypton of data storage. Furthermore,
a book evokes reading but is not reading.
At the same time, it is for reading science
and fiction and always science fiction.
This time it has a phone number. Maybe
it is your number. You are very welcome.
For this reason, I have changed location.
In conclusion, it is a desire and a nobody:
the desire evokes writing, and the nobody
evokes everybody. To rephrase, nobody
is not everyone. Now, it yearns for splitting.
It evokes the unseen history of a universe.
To summarize, it resulted from a potential
spine. It is the column of what is writing.

Amy Catanzano

Brenna Murphy &
Birch Cooper

with

by Ka Baird
MSHR (pronounced “Mesher,” or just “M-S-H-R”) is the
collaboration of artists Brenna Murphy and Birch Cooper.
Through ritualistic performance, the duo plays with their own
intricate feedback system that produces an ecstatic, frenzied
overload of light and sound. Utilizing their own handbuilt
“sculptural synthesizers” and light sensors, MSHR directs a cycle
where light modulates the sound and then the sound determines
the intensity of the light. During a MSHR performance, they dress
in black with sunglasses and move through space in an almost
Butoh fashion as they trigger sound and light in a dense mesh
of fog and lasers. The ritual often culminates in them using their
own bodies to transmit sound by controlling the frequency of an
oscillator that is controlled by the amount of current that passes
between their own two bodies. The shapes they incorporate into
their synth encasings bring to mind a visual representation of
Carl Jung’s collective unconscious while the driftwood and conch
shells they use to house various circuitry add to the mystique of
such an equally embodied and disembodied experience.

Your tools in performance, the analog
synthesizers, are not only amazing systems
functionally but are totally beautiful~
these gems of light-audio feedback encased
in such things as a conch shell or sitting
on a piece of driftwood. How do they
work, how does the light affect the sound,
your personal relationship with this
synesthesia? The alchemy of putting a piece
of driftwood together with such circuitry?
In the light-audio feedback systems
that we use, synthesizers are placed
in a symbiotic relationship with
circuits that fade up groups of lights
when they receive sound input. The
sound produced by the synthesizers is
modulated exclusively by the amount
of light reaching its sensors and the
brightness of the lights is modulated
by the volume of the sound coming
from the synths, which turns on
groups of colored light bulbs based on
the frequency of the sound input. We
use incandescent bulbs because of the
beautiful, fluttering quality created by
their filaments. Coupled with analog
photo resistors, this gives us a richer
timbral palette than our primitive
electronics could produce otherwise.

You have said that although
your work has a visual
component, the work is more
about the virtual realm. Could
you expound upon your own
relationship with the virtual
world, how you define it?

We made that statement about virtuality because
we wanted to highlight the fact that although
our musical performances contain a good deal of
visual content, there is also a hyper-dimensional
virtual structure being generated through our
interaction with the physical and electronic
systems. When we are able to play music in a
truly deep way, this is what we’re focusing on.
Physically, our bodies are kneeling in an array
of sculptural sensors and speakers are vibrating
airwaves, but these material circumstances
can act as a catalyst to enter pathways into
virtual realms. Virtuality is the realm of the
mind; a dimension built on physical space
but with different format and rules. Spending
time moving in that dimension can be a way
of feeling out the parameters of the mind.

In addition to being a dynamic
performance technique, we use
feedback in our music to ground its
framework in a universal structure. The
organic materials that we use in our
instruments reflect feedback in their
physical forms
— the recursive form
of a seashell or the fractal convolution
of a piece of driftwood. Embedding
these organic materials with electronic
systems points toward the interlocking
nature of technology, biology, art and
the evolution of human consciousness.
Using organic materials also has a
functional side. Once we started
building with these materials we
realized how useful they are for housing
electronics. Jacks and switches mount
perfectly right on the shell and driftwood

works very well as a controller wand.
Shells and driftwood also serve as
symbols of the coast. The Oregon
coast at night represents a really
altered scape for us, almost like what
you would expect to find in a virtual
environment— a flat plane stretching
on forever, with dunes on one side and
an ocean on the other. The coast is a
fractal computer made of air, sand and
water: very basic and very psychedelic.

You have described the resonant symbols
you work with as human consciousness,
a form of meditation, or “accessing
states of pattern consciousness”~ what
was the process of synthesizing the
shapes you use and how do you go
about mutating them, evolving them
over time? I see imagery that is very
time specific and other imagery/symbols
that have some timeless quality to them.

The combination of your tools and
process facilitates such a transcendent
experience, your performance acting as a
kind of ceremony~ what is the relevancy/
importance of learning from earlier
cultures and their relationship with nature
and the divine and how to contextualize
that into our modern techno society and
if their are any inherent clashes therein?

The symbols that we use are generated
intuitively and algorithmically, by
interacting with digital vector and
3D programs. We also study the forms
generated by many different cultures
throughout time and let that inform
our designs to a degree. To make them,
we typically “get in the zone,” plug into
the program and start improvising.
We try to make many shapes, one
after another, see what stands out
and then edit meticulously. Our goal
is to manifest designs that reflect
fundamental shapes of consciousness.
Shapes that feel like an entity, a tool,
a monad. We’ve built a sort of lexicon
of these shapes that we can draw
from to make new compositions.
We use digital fabrication techniques
to bring these designs into physical
existence. In physical space our shapes
need to be structural enough to stand
up and not break, so our digital
designs are often influenced
by consideration for how they
will be manifested. It’s nice to
bring these parameters into
our digital workflow because
it can give the work a greater
sense of materiality.

In every culture throughout history,
art, music and ceremony have always
been portals to ecstatic states. Growing
up participating in the underground
music scenes in the Pacific Northwest,
the relationship between punk shows
and ancient, fundamentally human
transcendentalism was obvious. House
shows are a modern ritual— in our work,
we’re trying to start with the basics
and build from there, so approaching
our
performances
explicitly
as
ecstatic ceremonies feels appropriate.
Before MSHR, we were in a five person
art collective called Oregon Painting
Society. In OPS we came from diverse
artistic backgrounds so we combined
all of our personal mediums and
worked totally collaboratively. We
built immersive installations, took
psychedelics, embodied characters and
enacted group rituals. OPS functioned as
an art collective, a band, and ultimately
a sort of coven. After OPS disbanded, we
formed MSHR on the same principles.

We believe in the art-collective/band/coven model as an
effective contemporary method for nurturing a holistic
relationship with higher dimensions and transcendent
experience. Artistic collaboration is such a beautiful way
for people to jack into each other’s brains, and a network
of minds is much more versatile and powerful than a single
mind. The DIY aspect of our work is important because
the homogeneity of mass culture often renders authentic
transcendent experience totally meaningless. Starting from
scratch and building a personal toolkit for transcendence
with your closest friends is a solid and direct route toward
a sustainable and expansive engagement with “the beyond.”
Are there any traditions or person(s) that continually and
deeply inform your practice? A few of your inspirations?
We’re deeply influenced by David Tudor’s organic hands
on approach to building and playing unique electronic
instruments. His designs are often simple from an engineering
perspective but conceptually rich, sonically complex
and infinitely variable with an emphasis on feedback.
La Monte Young and Marian Zazeela’s Dream House has also
been a constant source of inspiration for us. The installation
is an elegant framework of sound and light frequencies that
offers visitors a hyper-sensory experience of time and space.
Talk about how you influence/challenge/complement each other?
Collaborating lets us mutate quickly while retaining a sense
of self, keeping the shared world and mission of MSHR
intact. It’s a very organic process and it always comes back
to fostering and supporting a rich internal logic and group
mind. Our collaborators are our biggest influences! u

Yuri Tuma

by Monica Uszerowicz
The first time I met Yuri Tuma, our encounter was brief.
He was swathed in the arms of his friends, seemingly glowing
under very white lights in front of images the same shade. His
printed works back then were complex studies in symmetry—
lots of patterned multiplicity and geometry, almost kaleidoscopic
in their presentation and as mathematical as equations. This
was almost three years ago, the opening night for his Sym City
exhibition at Butter Gallery, who’ve represented him since 2010.
Butter had just switched locations and taken Yuri with them.
I didn’t know it then, but his prints actually began as photos—
often shot with cell phones— of architectural spaces and figures;
Yuri then used more cell phone software to transform the images,
maximizing and replicating certain aspects until they became
patterns. Born and raised in São Paulo, Brazil, Yuri moved to
Miami as an adolescent, and became fascinated with the ways
in which the city interacts with nature itself, often mirroring its
shapes and ecology. He snapped photos constantly, drawn to the
reflections and lines he saw on the street, and later reworked
them into something more magical.
Though his practice of applied photography is essentially the same,
the execution and results have shifted. Yuri’s new pieces are pareddown— rounder shapes, simpler patterns, circular mandalas that
come from photos not of street scenes, but colors and structures
he deliberately sought or created himself with other mediums.
The simplicity of his newer work, it seems, is soothing and
unexpectedly tranquilizing. But that’s the thing: they’ve always
been weirdly visually palliative, even at their most intricate.

When I finally met Yuri properly,
I discovered that we both suffered
with Obsessive-Compulsive Disorder
(OCD) as children and attempted, like
so many of the afflicted do, to quell
the accompanying obsessions with
series of strange habits and rituals.
Yuri was lucky to eventually overcome
these compulsions, but found that, to
a mind already racing and fractured
and so analytical, pattern-making was
calming. Entering into a subconscious
space, where his photos transformed,
was ultimately healing. The benefits of
art therapy need no espousing, but art
as self-transformation that, in turn,
creates a sense of peace in the viewer—
this is no small thing. The burgeoning of
the creative spirit in anyone, says Yuri,
is the first step toward healing the soul.

When did you start developing an artistic
practice? How?
I think as a child, we’re all artists. As
a child, I loved coloring books. I used
to buy cartridges of colored pencils.
Colors were always this fascination
I had growing up. I used to love the
color pink— hot pink. That was kind of
taboo in Brazil, a little bit, because it’s
an effeminate or a girly color. So that
played a little bit on my allowance of
creativity from an early age.
Maybe I was socially shut down from
really being who I wanted to be as a
creator or an artist, because I would
think, “oh my God, I can’t use pink,
they’re going to make fun of me.” I think
because of that— feeling ashamed of
how I liked to create— I kind of started
blocking my creativity. It wasn’t until
later in life that I let it open again. That
came with getting to know myself, even
my homosexuality— allowing myself to
be who I really wanted to be. I started

being true to my voice. I also had some
sort of an idea that I wanted to be an
actor, too. But again, I felt a bit shut
down at an early age, maybe because
my mannerisms were a little effeminate.
When I moved to Miami my English
wasn’t that great. Everything was a little
bit interrupted.
It wasn’t really flowing.
Which, in a way, was good, because
that wasn’t the path I had to take.
Photography was the exclamation
mark— how do I become a creative
person, how do I release the creative
force inside? I started taking photos
with my cell phone; it was old school,
one of the first phones with cameras. I
didn’t go to school for art; I never told
myself, “I’m an artist,” until late in life.
Maybe that was a lack of confidence,
but photography gave me that push.
I felt comfortable taking photos and
exploring the world through that.
What’s great about photography is that
it allows you to explore and examine the
world, but you’re still an observer, a witness.
Exactly. I started photographing people.
I actually wanted to be a writer at
some point, and I felt like photography
was another way of telling a story.
But it wasn’t necessarily what came
naturally to me. I enjoyed it and I
learned from people I collaborated
with, but it became more of a personal
and intimate device, especially when
I started shooting architecture. It was
much more of an inner acquaintance.
I was getting to know myself through
inanimate objects and seeing the world
in very minimal forms and shapes.
Maybe because you experienced early
repression, you were forced to go within to
find the hidden parts of yourself and bring
them back out.

I had to find some freedom within to
be able to become an artist— or even
become the photographer I wanted to
be. Architecture has some sort of power.
It’s hard to compare architecture to the
horizon or to mountains, but there’s such
a perplexing feeling when I look at a huge
building, especially if it’s reflective. It’s
comparable to sitting at the beach and
looking at the horizon. I was able to feel
that same tranquility.
Did art always serve as a soothing mechanism
for your mental state?
I believe we’re all creative. We all have
an artist inside. In a conversation about
awakening, and finding our calling and
happiness— one of the biggest aspects of
that pursuit is to allow yourself to create.
We see this phenomenon of everybody
taking photos and posting them online,
and that, for me, is a clear sign of creativity
entering the daily life of people. It’s
exciting. I think it’s beautiful to see people
expressing themselves through visuals.
That’s part of achieving that awakened
state, or at least trying to— even if it’s
subconscious.
In terms of “awakening,” you’re referring to
awakening the expressive self. Are you also
speaking to a larger, spiritual awakening?
I definitely am. What I mean by
“awakening” is putting ourselves in
a mental or spiritual state where we
understand that we are a community
of beings— including nature, including
man, and understanding that we affect
each other. I think the awakening process
is to understand that we are connected
and everything we do affects everything.
Creativity is a tool that allows you to
see that. We live in such a programmed
society— grow up, go to school, get the
best grades or not, get married, whatever.
We have stories we believe we have to

fulfill, and I think that deviates from
the understanding we are all together.
It’s always a pursuit of an individual
story, rather than the group.
You came to your own growth as you moved
past your OCD. When did you find out
you had it?
Finding out about OCD is tricky. You
only find out once you’re already deep
into it. It was at such an early age, and
I didn’t have the tools to understand
what was going on. When you’re little
and forcing yourself to do these things,
you don’t know why you’re doing
them, but you feel that if you don’t,
you’re going to have a heart attack or a
panic attack. They usually happened at
night before going to bed, and that led
to all kinds of different things: maybe
some sort of insomnia, existentialist
questions at an early age, because my
mind was always going. I wanted to
distract myself, but that also gave into
the OCD. It was this vicious cycle of the
brain not stopping. Sometimes, it came
out as physical actions.
I had an intense fear of growing up and of
death, and I would perform very elaborate
rituals to stop the fears from coming
true. The simplest one was excessive
hand-washing.
I think in many cases, that’s at the root
of obsessive-compulsive behavior. It’s
a way to deflect the fear of death. Our
brain tells us, you have to do that, or
you’re going to die. For example, the
hand-washing: “If I go to sleep and my
hand touches something, something
will invade my body. If I touch the
light switch before I go to sleep, then
I have been dirty; there’s a chance I
touched something I shouldn’t have.” I
didn’t know it was about the fear of it
killing me, but later you can see that.

It has to be one of the most tiring mental
disorders.
It’s harsh and consuming, especially
when you’re young and you don’t have
the tools to understand what’s going on.
It makes you grow up in a strange state
of mind, through suffering and pain.
A lot of my OCD dealt with religion.
I think religious behaviors, such as
praying— and other habits and rituals—
when you give that to someone who has
an obsessive-compulsive personality and
you tell them it’s powerful, you’re giving
them ammunition. The religion aspect
was big for me: “Am I being good? Am I
doing the right thing? Did I pray enough
today? Did I speak the right way?” That
was hours of inner conversation every
night, plus the physical rituals that I was
doing as well.
I think as I started making sense of my
sexuality and understanding my religion
didn’t accept my preference, I could
rebel against that. It helped me break
away from everything the church told
me. Finding the strength to stand up for
myself allowed me to stand up for other
things— to say no to things I didn’t agree
with, even my own obsessive rituals.
I’m going to question my religion and
these behaviors I have. Questioning
was the step to clarity, a freedom from
the compulsiveness. While you’re being
compulsive, you’re just accepting and
trying to have that feeling be gone.
But when you start asking, “Why am
I doing this?”— that’s the first step
to saying no to what doesn’t work
for you. I don’t know how you feel about
it, but now— and even ten years ago—
I’m thankful for having gone through
that as a child.
I’m grateful for it, too. Not to sound
overconfident, but I think it has made me a
more empathetic person.

It was hard as hell and not something
I was thankful for then, but it’s such
an intense experience. If you face it
and find a way to survive it— it’s pure
bliss. I survived this mayhem that was
inside my mind. I survived questioning
things that I didn’t believe in, and
that took me to becoming who I was,
believing in who I wanted to be. There’s
only darkness and light— it goes super
dark, and you can’t see anything.
But that’s when you start opening
the window to let more light in.
How did your art-making practice
transform into something to help with
this condition?
Most of the deep compulsion was gone
when I started making art. I faced it on
my own and tried to treat myself with
respect. But once the artwork came in,
it became a ritual all its own— it wasn’t
hurting me, it was benefitting me. I
was sharing things with the world,
and creating beautiful designs; it was
something that was doing me good.
And the beginning of symmetrical
exploration, puzzling things together,
soothes the brain, especially if you
have compulsive tendencies, because
you can make sense of it.
Especially symmetry. That’s something
I would love to tackle more and get
more scientific facts about. Symmetry
gives you a sense of perfection, in
a way: there’s no end, there’s no
beginning, the sides are the same.
Everything is visually perfect. I think
that’s some kind of art therapy. As I was
montaging photos together to create a
pattern— and I was using thousands
of photos to put it together— it was
a meditative process. It takes time. It
takes trying. It takes silencing the mind
so you can puzzle these photos in a way
that becomes coherent and beautiful.

Talk to me about your new series of works,
the pieces you featured in “Departure.”

whatever you’re doing— through
influences or whatever it may be.

I think it’s a deviation from symmetry
into geometry. I think symmetry
became a comfort zone for me. It was
an exploration, of sorts, of how to
transform the world around me into
symmetrical patterns, and that was
some sort of study: meditation study,
shape study, geometry study, my
personal language of “study.” How to
transform the world into symmetrical
patterns— that was something I did for
a while. I want to try something new, a
different approach of seeing the world,
one that is more geometric, more
open and more free to shapes and
lines, as opposed to the ultimate goal
of achieving symmetry. I’m allowing
myself to have different outcomes.

When you’re being creative, you’re
not following rules, and I think that’s
when you learn who you really are.
So even if there’s nothing broken, it
can be therapeutic.

Do you feel art can be healing for others?
Most definitely. Any time you allow
your personal creativity to flourish,
it is a healing process— not in the
sense that something was broken,
but it allows you to listen to your true
self. Only your own mind can create

Do other aspects of your subconscious
come to the forefront as you make work?
Yes. One of my favorite things to
do is to create while surrounded
by nature; in most cases in Miami,
this is by the water. I try to let go
of the ego, that learned persona
or fear of society. Through that
meditative process, I break free of
those thoughts; that’s when the
true voice can come through. I
think that is responsible art: when
you’re not thinking of yourself.
Maybe that’s why some of your work
has a trance-like quality.
Ultimately, that’s what I want to give
the world— a moment of stillness
and softness and quiet. u
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meditations on flight
by Joey de Jesus

by Joey de Jesus

Satellites alit as I twirl, dip adrift
—staunch rogue, irate
& stomping such kiln,
such rage in strange nena.
Whose legacy flashfloods sick
the inkdead within you?
Who struts a knit of fishy throat
& hollowed turtles
squalling titi that clams sweat?
And yet, steer away, men of salt.
And yet, if I’ve ever had lips
let them falcon and shriek.
At work on a waterspout, water
against water, a whale world
all white ring, I said, fuck
the hard hand of landfall.
In swelling currents, taste my
symmetry. Rain ripens the soursop,
lord here. I will sink every buoy,
flaunt each like a corpse shark charm.
I will scatter across your city,
a wave of widening wilderness.
If grave stone face, then
clot that would be leaflet, then
clypeus that wood bee cluster,
with one flap of my iguaca wing
your priests will give at the knees
and I will be renamed.

1.
Sometimes I write the way, I think, an austringer hurls his bird
from a leather gauntlet—as if it were a boomerang—
to make sport of ringing skylarks with broadwings
so as to say, look here, I see myself in history.
Not my history.
Think of sultans draped in gold and silk and feline pelts.
Think of falconers contracted to the runways of JFK,
in neon vests, wading into muck in their muckmasters
to startle away a screech of gulls.
Imagine standing beneath the Intrepid, the same retired warship
which has dug into the Hudson’s bed like shrapnel to flesh,
and seeing a plane go down in bracing water—the distress
like stones sunk in the gut meaning welcome to our rivers.
I guess it doesn’t matter now, years later.
Had that not happened, I wouldn’t think of airplanes
any differently—it wouldn’t change my craft because
I’ve known the amplitude of waste
which to me is common knowledge.

2.
by shade, by sand and varnished sky,
the Xudum pride queens
muscle through dusk, abrade
through exhaustion and winter.
in the heart’s moment of panic
supped, I taste the words
I keep into power, lionize.
I think, soon the world
will shoot us each
its wild look.
we will be torn apart
by beasts in their prime.
we will be opened, airborne.
we will be relished, bled—

3.
Across mom’s lawn a redtailed hawk mines
a squirrel’s wooly armpit
to wheedle out sinew
and lung. Between us:
a sheet of slush, an upsurge
of corvids mud-sandaled
in their split-wood
sanctuary, a dish of apples
to be sliced, dipped into dark
chocolate and my sisters
seated at the fireplace—
ash in the pit, ash
on the floor—tittering
as they poke a growling flame.

ghost
by Joey de Jesus
dogwood floorboards
unlock my listening—
hush of chrome,
the O of a barrel, cocked,
or the O in opaque,
or a hole. No—
No, as in offerings
for demoniac renown
crowned like: power
over
on top
O blindfold open sweep
O aphotic, I am open
I am nothing

birds
by Jillian McManemin

Caliby Jillian McManemin
the fireworks died down
quieted
sounds of our fucking
i laid with you on
pancaked pillows sheathed in
multi-colored casings
none of them matching
i told you
“sometimes i have trouble sleeping”
you kissed my forehead and said
“me too jilly”
really?
i know it wasn’t exactly fair to see you as unscathed
to see you as pure
but you’re young, you’re young and pretty
and you grew up
in Cali-

More lit up because of you
Life is,
Based on the sonic value alone
Of these birds
Who won’t stop
Outside of the window
I know they’re mating.
Talking. I can deduce six different
Species
Through my mother
Tongue
On the side
Of the highway, weird classes
Weirder gurus. Never wanting to
Go. Creep around
Torrid angel trumpet cupid. Whatever
The fuck, wake me from my lack
Of sleep
All the time, I suppose
Who cares? You’re beautiful - really
We know you’ve conducted your stage on my three
walls, not the floor and I
Am grateful
For your party

Maja D’Aoust
by Monica Uszerowicz

In 2015, I saw Maja D’Aoust deliver a lecture alongside the cartoonist
Ron Regé, Jr. at Otherwild in Echo Park. The talk, entitled “The
Secret Secret History of Wonder Woman”— a response to Jill Lepore’s
then just-released book, The Secret History of Wonder Woman— was
the culmination of The Golden Dome’s spring 2015 semester, The
High Priestess. (The Golden Dome, a nomadic Mystery school-artist
residency hybrid, takes each of the figures found in the Tarot’s Major
Arcana to establish a theme each cycle. Full disclosure: I attended
two semesters.)
The two espoused the hyper-spiritual feminist agenda and radical
interests of Wonder Woman’s creators, including William Moulton
Marston: birth control advocacy, polyamory, communication with
the astral plane— who knew? D’Aoust, though, focused on Wonder
Woman’s hidden connection to goddess-based religions, referencing
how, in early comics, Wonder Woman’s female enemies all became
her allies, and citing her “Lasso of Truth” as a kind of Isis Knot of
empowerment. She projected a large image of the Rider-Waite Tarot
deck’s High Priestess, clothed in sky-blue, a crescent moon at her
feet. D’Aoust compared the figure’s crown to MRI imaging of a
clitoris— they are nearly identical— as proof that, despite the lack of
MRI machines at the time of that deck’s creation, there is an intrinsic
link between the divine feminine and knowledge (or power).
This is precisely D’Aoust’s mission: rooting seemingly disparate
instances of magic and myth in truth, rendering those who listen
part of a collective consciousness that’s as tripped out as it is
historically informed. D’Aoust— a healer, archivist, mother, former
librarian-in-residence at the Manly P. Hall Philosophical Research
Society, and the colloquially-deemed White Witch of L.A.— has
such a wealth of knowledge on the epistemological history of word
origin, alchemy, biochemistry, and consciousness, that the digestion
of her writing and lectures is a feat akin to that which she undertook
when she began her research decades ago. Her pure generosity
guides her to share it with us; in kind, we must peruse it slowly.
It’s grand stuff that she presents with characteristic nonchalance: of
course magic is real. Talking to her is a journey I was happy to take.

While studying Biochemistry, in which
you have a B.A., you became interested
in the process of scientific discoveries.
You found connections between those
discoveries and alchemy, ecstatic states,
and other mystical subjects. I’m curious
about some of these connections you
made and want to know if Biochemistry
is what led you toward your other
research. Was your interest in the mystical
present before?
Yes, I have always been a huge nerd.
My grandfather was a geologist and
he inspired a love of nature in me,
and an exploratory worldview, full
of wonder. I went to Evergreen State
College in Olympia, Washington, and
it was amazing. The class size was
usually around twenty people or less,
so there was direct student-professor
contact. My organic chemistry
teacher was so cool; he had graduated
from Princeton and developed a
chemical photosynthesizer!
During my research into scientists who
discovered some of the most profound
truths, I found nearly all of them had
some kind of alchemical or mystical
story behind them. I did an entire
lecture outlining some of the most
incredible examples. One of them is
René Descartes. Descartes “received”
the scientific method in a dream after
he had been doing massive amounts
of meditation. He had the dream after
fighting with what he called an “evil
demon” in his mind. I always think
it’s hilarious when scientists get all
weird about the paranormal, when
the method they use was literally
channeled in a dream, through what
Descartes identified as demonic
forces. In Descartes’ description of his
battle, he found nothing is real and
everything is an illusion.

These same states are described in detail
in Chinese philosophical and Taoist
material— and all mystical material,
really. It’s all talking about the same thing:
namely, that this reality is some kind
of projection of light from one unified
source. The “outside illusion” Descartes
describes is basically the same as “the
matrix” or holographic video game-type
of reality that many folks discuss these
days, referring to the phenomenon that
reality is multidimensional. In ancient
Indian scriptures, the illusion of reality is
called the “Maya.”
It’s too bad Descartes was ignorant of
world religion, or he would have been
able to connect his experiences to others
who’ve had the same experiences for
thousands of years and taken the trouble
to write them all down in detail. Descartes
becomes a perfect example of the “ego.”
He works so hard to describe through
his thinking— by thinking he is the only
one to have discovered such a thing!
Hilarious, really.
Do you feel that magic is actually real? A
solid thing? Is there space to find the sacred
in everyday life?
You have to understand how funny that
question is, because one of the first things
you learn about the magical world is that
nothing is solid at all! This is what we
learn about quantum physics and wave
theory: that everything always moves.
The majority of occult and magical
philosophies are based on the fact that
everything is vibration, and we are in
a sea of waves. Rather than call magic
a “real” or “solid thing,” I would call
magic a fundamental force that exists
in the universe, which functions as
change and transformation through the
perception of the facility of the mind,
and of consciousness.

I like to describe magic like a rainbow. The rainbow always exists—
it is revealed to our perception when certain environmental factors
align. We think it is a rare and miraculous event, but only because we
rarely perceive its existence. Magic is what aligns to make the rainbow
visible. If we had eyes like the Mantis shrimp, we could see rainbows
in every beam of light bouncing off everything, because they’re always
there. But magic isn’t actually adding or creating anything! It’s only
revealing more of what’s really there: what we’ve forgotten how to see
and feel and hear— forgotten, or just need to develop in order to evolve.
If magic were solid, it would be solid like a rainbow is solid.
So yes, that means everything is sacred, and the only thing that changes
to make some things more or less sacred is our own perception of
them— just like the star-bellied Sneetches in the Dr. Seuss book. We
have this terrible habit of assigning value to all kinds of things, but
truly, one man’s meat is another man’s poison and what is sacred to
some is heathen to the next. The most comforting knowledge I have
received in that respect: there is not a spot where God is not. It’s
funny, actually— there is no such thing as “not sacred.” This is because
everything is only one thing, the same thing.

modalities for the physical body, and in social relationships, as
well. By using perception in purposeful manners to examine or
experience and feel things, lots of neat stuff can happen. Put your
eye on all your demons and don't be afraid to look into the dark.
The other main tool that I use, other than divination, is ritual. I do
gigantic group rituals, individual rituals, couple rituals. For me,
and from information I have received in the form of feedback,
I can’t stress enough how effective many people feel ritual is for
healing all kinds of things. My personal experiences involving
rituals have been some of the most magical experiences of my
entire life, and I wouldn’t trade them for anything. To feel the
presence of a higher connecting intelligence, or consciousness, is
earth-shattering. My favorite is when many people, all together,
all at the same time, have that same feeling. It’s truly what living
life is all about. It’s like the feeling you get at a really good concert
when everyone is the number-one fan and everyone is pumped
and everyone knows all the words and everyone is singing along
and everyone is having not one stupid thought about dumb stuff.
Everyone is only feeling. It’s pretty great.
That is what magic is to me. It’s real, as real as the wind. You can
feel it on your skin, like goosebumps, like when someone sings
and it radiates through your spine and deep into your bones. It’s
like a revelation, a feeling of knowing that emerges into you,
filling you up like a cup of water. I guess some folks would call
it the Holy Spirit, or divine providence. You can feel it like you
can feel your breathing: only when you are paying attention!
Magical thinking is a wonderful means of
individuation, of dealing with the shadow
self. The Monster archetype is not meant
to scare us, but rather it reminds us to face
ourselves. In your psycho-divinological
counseling, how do you help people cope
with their inner demons?
The most effective weapon that we
have thus far discovered in terms of
helping people cope with demons, it
seems, is reflection. Reflective practices
are very beneficial, and act as a sort of

biofeedback mechanism. When we can
look right into the eye of something, it
can help with diagnosing and facing
problems, acceptance, and disciplined
efforts to adjust and transform.
Almost all divination systems work
through reflection by providing,
synchronistically, an exteriorization of
an internal event, thus causing a kind
of lightning flash to strike it and draw
awareness to it. This is used in so many
psychotherapy techniques, in healing

I watched your interviews with Future Eyes, in which you discussed
prophecy versus prediction. Prophecy is more about the imagination—
that one must imagine a spaceship in order to build it: “I believe it, so
I see it” versus “I see it, so I believe it.” How can we change what we’ve
watched unfold, empirically, in our lives? Can we imagine ourselves
having faced our monsters, and dream it into being? “One must
imagine Sisyphus happy,” said Camus.
The question of “how do we change” is an important one. In
Chinese philosophy, the I Ching is called “the book of changes.”
It’s pretty much an entire system that looks at how we make
those changes you are referring to, and the process that it involves
and how it unfolds. This process that allows us to create change
follows the same structure as everything else in the universe and

nature— the Golden Ratio. In other
words, the way we can affect change
in the world follows the same path
as, say, a bird species that makes an
evolution, or the supernova of a star.
Change happens. We can’t stop it
or create it. Time plus space equals
change as it goes and spirals. Every
moment is change. It’s more about
directing the flow of change, which
is done through action. Action follows
intent or purpose. The Chinese call this
“de,” like in the Tao Te Ching. To bring it
back to the imagination and the rocket
ship concept you were talking about,
our de is the conception of the action
we will take to direct the constantly
changing river we’re floating down.
Then we act upon that concept: will
is what makes us act upon a concept.
But there are two kinds of conceptions.
One is instinctual. We conceive of the
action we want to take, based on an
immediate reactionary impulse. The
other one is contemplative, reflexive,
where the impulses are acknowledged,
but not acted upon. When the instinct
is not acted upon, it makes space
for things to grow bigger than they
were before.
I want to make this clear: this isn’t
about never doing instinctual things
like eating and breathing and sex. It’s
more about slowing those things down
and including awareness in them,
prolonging the time between desire and
action, or stretching the time between
those things. Desire and instinct aren’t
“bad.” They are the source of action
itself, so it’s more about growing your

desire beyond its perceived capacity—
like to shoot for the moon. If your
strongest desire, for example, is to
pursue a love interest obsessively and
relentlessly, these practices take that
desire and make it bigger, so that your
love interest instead is a personification
of the entire universe and God itself.
When we cultivate de, which means to
spend time thinking about our whole
self, not just what our “needs” desire
most, we will start heading in different
directions as opposed to always
following the carrot like a donkey
because we are hungry. All it takes
for the change to happen— to shift
from following carrots to following
your purpose— is perception. If
your perception field is focused only
on the carrot in front of you, that’s
all you will see. So look up at the
stars now and then. Increase your
perception field. Allow for thoughts
and insights to enter into you, thoughts
that include new things, and then
the change forces that flow through
everything will have more to work
with than the same old tired carrot
that every other donkey is chasing, too.
That’s the part that takes the effort.
Change happens naturally, either
towards creation or destruction. Things
either fall apart or grow— and also
do both at the same time. The more
actions towards creation and growth
we can take, the better, but more
importantly, make your mind into a
place that gives those new concepts
the ability to arise by providing
the space through engaging in

contemplative, reflective practices.
If you are going to bring a rocket
ship into the world— from a
concept that came to you through
contemplation— you must desire it
strongly. So conceive strongly and
passionately, and see the conception
through by using will with equal
passion and intensity. Then, change
into creation occurs. Having
the concept and imagination
of happiness isn’t enough. You
have to also do it. But you can’t
do it unless you can conceive it is
possible, so the two go together
like a mated pair: Will and Intent.
I learned a lot of that through
my Chinese philosophy studies
and through discussions with
my Qigong and Neigong teacher,
Dr. Kelvin DeWolfe.
You’ve talked about atavism— the
evolutionary traits that reappear
disappearing generations ago. I’ve
been thinking lately of what sorts of
patterns we may have inherited from
our ancestors— there are theories that
we can “heal” them.
Yes, a lot of folks see genetics as a
detriment, like inherited diseases,
and that we have to heal all these
“problems” we’ve inherited from
our ancestors. But not a lot of folks
talk about the superpowers we
inherit that our locked within our
DNA, waiting for expression. If you
think about what was mentioned
earlier, with instinct and action—
what is this instinct? And what is

making us move? This instinct, as
far as I can tell, is like our biological
information, and maybe something
more. Who knows, exactly?
Immanuel Kant called instinct “a
priori knowledge,” or knowledge
we have that comes from no
learned experience. That’s pretty
crazy. It means we automatically
know a bunch of stuff— important
stuff. Like to keep breathing. Like to
make the heart beat. That’s instinct,
and it has to do with life itself. So
yes, atavistically, shamanically, a
lot of discussion examines “fixing”
all the problems we have from our
families. But what if, atavistically
speaking, contained within that
biological data system that flows
through our blood and is pumped
through our heart, which contracts
due to something else causing us to
live— literally, like a force making
us pulse, driven from beyond what
we’re aware of…what if, contained
within that same thing we think is
dumping problems onto us, is the
source of life itself?
As I investigate this material more
in regards to atavism, the thing we
seem to be inheriting is the ability
to be alive. As individuals, we can
expand that information. I think
the only failure any ancestor could
pass on to us is the inability to open
to the force that drives us to live.
So if there is any ancestor work to
be done, it’s only to get back to the
one mother and source of all our
ancestors. Don’t get stuck on one

ancestor who gave you problems! Keep going until you reach the
ancestor, you know what I mean? The Adam Kadmon, the LUCY,
the Big Kahuna, the Titans, the Primordial Business. Don’t stop at
Grandma. Get Altered States with it and return to amoebas and
nebulas. If you accept that DNA contains the life forms we were
before, what is the start of that? How far back does the DNA go?
I read an article explaining that in 1978, E.B. Lewis, an American
geneticist, discovered that eight genes are present in every species
of the animal kingdom, with only slight variations in these genes.
Mammals, fish, and even insects all share them— “homeobox”
genes, which create the basic outline of the body. Can you “fix”
your inherited DNA that is the same DNA a fruit fly has? And what
does that mean— that our flesh contains the same information as
the flesh of a fruit fly? It’s important to go past your humanity
when dealing with our biological situation, because our biology
reflects more than just our human nature. It reflects Nature
itself. Nature is our ancestor— not just our grandparents. Many
philosophers, occultists, and scientists refer to nature in terms
of the Golden Ratio as the best definition. The Golden Ratio is a
spiral. It literally looks exactly like our DNA! Our DNA is formed
in an imitation of the form of nature.
Get past the people part, and atavism becomes profound in terms
of our origins and the instinctual information that our forms
contain. The base of our form, DNA, mirrors the prototypical
form— that of a spiral with a certain ratio— present in all natural
forms in the universe. u
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MIRRORS AT MIDNIGHT
with Genevieve Belleveau, Grace Kredell,
Linda Mary Montano, Eliza Swann,
and Monica Uszerowicz
of The Golden Dome School
The Golden Dome School is a nomadic mystery school dedicated
to studying the triangulation between art, science, and spirit for the
advancement of planetary consciousness. Eliza Swann founded the
Golden Dome School in 2013 to generate a co-creative environment
of experimental pedagogy that fosters community, collaboration,
feedback, close living, and the collapse of boundaries between
life and art. The following is a transcript of an ongoing dialogue
taking place between the female leaders, healers, and visionaries
that facilitate The Golden Dome School’s work. In engaging with
our own journeys into the uncharted terrain of the female mystic,
we make accessible our capacity for giving artistic and spiritual
authority to ourselves. This conversation is a celebration of our
integrated identities as women, artists, seers, and healers as we offer
ourselves power and transcendence in a patriarchal spiritual world
which does not readily give us agency, and an art world which
does not readily give us place. Participating artists in this dialogue
are Genevieve Belleveau, Grace Kredell, Linda Mary Montano,
Eliza Swann, and Monica Uszerowicz. This content was
originally released through The Golden Dome School as the zine
MIRRORS AT MIDNIGHT.
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ELIZA: The Golden Dome School
and all of its participants are deeply
invested in learning to take better
care of “Spaceship Earth” and its
inhabitants by discovering more
sustainable methods for living
through consciousness, community,
and creative practice. So I’ll start
the conversation off by asking all of
you about your personal connection
to consciousness practices and art
making. Linda, the work you did
at the New Museum in the 1980s
with your “Seven Years of Living
Art” and “Art/Life Counseling”
has been so influential for us.
Can you describe what you were
doing at the New Museum with
healing and art, and how your
process has changed since then?
LINDA: I was living upstate in
Kingston, NY when I conceived
of “Seven Years of Living Art”— I
thought I might not go to the city
very often and that I would get
isolated, lonely, and stale. A trip
to the city once a month would
invigorate me so I made an art
piece to give me what I needed.
This was always my process— if
I needed something I found a
way to make art to give “it” to me.
The then-curator of the New
Museum, Marcia Tucker, who was
a visionary and a brave and smart
woman, offered me a room in her
museum for seven years! I was able to
make an installation there consisting
of a round table and two chairs. To
get into the room, you came up three
steps and entered a raised platform,
about 5 feet wide and 7 feet deep.
Large windows covered the outside
wall and there was just enough space
to fit two people in there. It was
vertigo-making.

At that time I was deep in my Yoga
practices and not steeped in my
current Catholic theological bans on
tarot, palm, and psychic readings.
I happily, easily, and without
training offered all three of these
things in that performance, once a
month for seven years, and called
it ART/LIFE COUNSELING. It was
about proximity and closeness and
intimacy and the community of
one-to-one via art. It was the art of
person to person, the art of no object,
the art of energy as art. I had a salt
shaker on the table and would say,
“Take this experience with a grain
of salt,” hoping that nobody would
take me too seriously or sue me. But
of course some did take me seriously
and were helped by what I did and
said, and some came back monthly
for stock market updates, marriage
questions and the typical psychic
reading “should I's.” That is, should I
move to so and so? Should I marry
so and so? Should I forgive? I had
the balls and hubris and belief in my
process and answered all questions
without shyness or a higher degree
in “How to Read Palms 101.”
I would take people’s hands, look
at their palms, and the faucet of
some unknown and untaught
“knowledge” would begin to pour
out of my mouth. This performance
gave me back the power I had
given away to the patriarchy and
now I became the priest via art.
Many magical and some frightening
things happened there. Once a small
boy brought his Russian mother into
the room, he was translating for her,
and they later reported that whatever
I said or did that day saved her from
committing suicide. Another time
a man came into the room which

was doorless but very private and
in the back of the Museum so
sometimes nobody was around.
He had a knife and threatened
to kill me. I am still here. The
memory of the details escapes me.
Let’s jump ahead to the late 90s
and my return to a version of
Catholicism that edits my abilities
and my psychic gifts. That is, I don’t
read palms or do tarot anymore
but I do healings now and call
them “Angel Clearings” and ART/
LIFE COUNSELING. Same thing,
different label. To this day, when I
sneak a peek at an extraordinary
palm, I almost burst, wanting to
tell the person the story in their
hand! Instead I just tell myself.
ELIZA: I work as a clairvoyant
and tarot reader, and your ART/
LIFE COUNSELING paved the way
for me to see that as art. During a
clairvoyant session I sit in a chair
with my eyes closed and recite
myths and jokes, letting the dialogue
come spontaneously— sometimes I’ll
stand on my head, or ask the client
to re-enact their birth— whatever

comes through! My visitors and I get
to touch Mystery together. We let the
symbolic and the ecstatic flood our
bodies for the purpose of reaching
total consciousness. I tell everyone
who comes to see me for clairvoyant
counsel that healing happens in
the holy theater of instant grace.
It’s the alchemical fire, the desire to
transform and to really be present
with that transformation, that does
it. By walking into the fire we learn
to take responsibility for our birth,
our lives, and our death. Of course
when people pay you for your
services, expectations and dollar
amounts can make for a tangled
exchange. I’ve worked toward
becoming clearer about what it
means to “purchase” ecstatic space
by creating a verbal contract with
my clients to cultivate real presence
together as the main purpose of
our work. In this way we create
real presence for the planet. Part of
the “problem” always seems to root
back to a discomfort with being here
right now, and part of my work is to
hold us here, in the present, right in
the eye of the Mystery.

GRACE: “How do I want to see my
spiritual practice valued?” is a related
question I’ve really struggled to
answer for myself. As someone who
has been encouraged to go into a
business practice where I attempt to
profit from “spiritual gifts”— some
sort of public demonstration of live,
witnessable spirituality— I have beat
myself up constantly over how and
why I might ask for compensation
for this ability or sensitivity, especially
as I surrender more to this path
and whatever it demands of me.
I have not wanted to establish a forprofit spiritual healing practice because
I’ve felt alienated by some spiritual
practitioners who are engaged in
capitalist modes of spiritual-meaning
production. “What is the purpose and
intention behind the spiritual messages
you are communicating?” is a question
I telepath everywhere.
Sign up for six-week spiritual
success academy!
I can’t get down with “spiritual”
ideals that are in place for privatized,
corporatized purposes and end
games. Or spiritual practices that
encourage the association of material
reward as the result of “successful”
spiritual practice. Why are such
uniform messages delivered to such
varied seekers? There’s also the blame
and guilt people feel in such reward
systems. GODDAMNED YOU and
your negative thoughts and belief
pattern-systems that are holding you
back from a more centered, confident
performance in the rat race!!!

As an Intuitive, I would like to
testify that the sore spots I see
in other emotional bodies often
transcend individual responsibility
for healing. Feeling into the places
we
are
collectively
suffering,
I shout to the wind, the stars,
other galaxies, anyone listening
really: “WE need to work on this!”
So, ideally I would like to be
employed in routing money (which
I view as energy exchange) towards
our collective healing in more
systemic ways versus as a spiritual
practitioner charging individuals one
by one for spiritual healing sessions.
As “elected” trustees of human and
planetary life, I would also like to
point my finger at governments and
political regimes (conglomerations
of $$$power) to demand that
they accept responsibility for the
spiritual harm they(‘ve) inflict(ed) on
beings by their collective-practice/
performance of “power,” “authority”
and “rulership.” Ultimately, I have a
deep wish for collective governing
forces to hash out new ways to
implement the “surety” of wellness
for the interconnected non-human
and human subjects of Planet Earth.
Because I feel this way, my spiritual
practice has always gone hand in
hand with what you might call
political or community-organizing
work, another role/calling where
money/compensation can feel beside
the point. And yet, the people engaged
in this work must be taken care of!?
Let’s do some brainstorming, ehhhhhh?

ELIZA: Monica, I want to reflect on your
process here. There is so much honesty
and compassion in your life and art. At the
“High Priestess” gathering you mentioned
wanting to address institutionalized racism.
I was wondering how you might address
that in your life and art? Do you have any
thoughts on compassionate activism?
What are you working on these days?

patriarchy, unify as women, and restore the
Goddess, if we don’t talk about the differences
groups of women are forced to face. My
brown-and-black-skinned girlfriends and
I all fear for our future daughters born into
rape culture, and into a world where feminine
agency is seen as a threat— they also have
to worry about how an inherently racist
culture will hurt or even kill our children.

MONICA: I am responding to these
questions in the midst of the Freddie Gray
riots in Baltimore. Understanding how I
might, in my own life, address the issue of
institutionalized racism feels tricky. It is the
belief of some spiritual communities that
issues like the Freddie Gray incident can
be resolved through quiet protest and that,
more broadly, if you come from the heart,
you can achieve anything. I am a pacifist by
nature, but to project such ideologies on to
situations like these is— while idealistically
well intentioned— very limiting. It can
invalidate the plight that pushes people to
riot in the first place. Many people— not
all!— who suggest these solutions have never
been subjected to the kind of economic
despair or social injustice that these rioters
experience on a daily basis. Of course I am
not promoting violence, I am speaking more
to the act of rioting: destroying businesses,
the anger that comes from real oppression.

All of this concerns, worries, and sometimes
angers me, but I am unsure of how to address
it in my artistic practice. I think checking one’s
own privilege is an enormous responsibility
and I try to do it, making a conscious effort
to recognize that the activities in which I
engage and the spiritual beliefs I have might
be exclusive. At this moment in time, I want
to make sure I am asking the right kinds of
questions. In our effort to heal the planet,
how can we make sure we are inclusive? If
we are developing healing practices, in what
ways can we extend them so they’re not
designed for a specific socioeconomic class?
How can we talk about the fact that we are
all one without subverting our very real
differences, and the ways our communities
and government treat us due to these
differences? Can we ultimately speak from
a place of peace but remain understanding
about why dissent exists? And isn’t the
understanding of this an act of compassion?
Given the patriarchal and binary nature of
language, how can we talk? We need to talk.

More generally I think there is a lot of
privilege— usually light-skinned privilege,
but also other sorts— associated with
spiritual movements and with “green”
movements in this country. These
movements can appropriate without
acknowledging the cultural history of some
of the ritualistic practices employed. There
is an unchecked presumptuousness that
occurs when someone tells you that you can
“manifest anything” with your intention,
especially if you’ve been systematically
oppressed. There is so much missing from
a conversation about the need to overcome

Linda, I have been re-reading your conversation
with Eliza for BOMB magazine. You both
mention the idea of intention and using the
self— more specifically, the self as represented
by the body— as a catalyst for renewal and
change. I know you have also worked with
what you call
“creative schizophrenia.”
becoming other people within your own
body, and then later practicing meditation to
get out of your body. I would refer to creative
schizophrenia as a kind of spiritual practice,
especially because it involves transformation.

LINDA: I sat in front of a video camera for a year in 1975. I talked to
the camera as different people, all successful, all women, all wild, all
somewhat wacky and ironical. Why? I was in a very compromised
emotional situation and completely unable to deal with it rationally so
I dealt with it the only way I knew how— by getting out of my mind
because I was out of my mind! I became other people as art. This was
smart, I must say, and transformative because I kept at it and as another
big emotional crisis occurred, I started performing as “real” instead of
“imaginary” people. Mother Theresa, Paul McMahon, Bob Dylan and
Hillary Clinton. I see it as a way to practice being the “flesh-me” and a way
to prepare to let go of me via death. It works for me theologically because
from the point of view of all spiritual teachings, we are one and everything.
So, actually, I am preparing through my art to experience that ONE!
MONICA: At the Golden Dome, we talked a bit about the need for
humanity to recognize that we are not separate from nature. Separating
from nature means we both unrealistically deify and also completely
obliterate it, never acknowledging that we, too, are part of its cycles.
Our very human ability to create institutions like mega-surveillance
and digital avatars of ourselves and the World Wide Web increases our
overall connectedness to each other, our understanding that we’re part of
a large network of humans. Do you think this is a good way to recognize
ourselves as part of the “IRL” world, the natural world? In a fast-paced
world that can sometimes take place almost exclusively online, is this
kind of constant connection a dangerous thing, or can it be beneficial?
How do we recognize that we’re part of an ecosystem without logging off?
GENEVIEVE: The internet is a naturally occurring matrix, a human
version of mycological consciousness. I think that we should be embracing
the advances in technology and matrices with intelligent curiosity and
intentional wakefulness. It is a tricky system, because it can be easier to be
lulled by the stream of click bait and buzz-feed indulgence than to actively
seek true connection and soul evolution through the glut of information
we upload. Spending time examining nature can really compliment our
time spent online as her rhythms, patterns, and expressions are perfectly
mirrored in the networks and activities of the human species in our
cybernetic macro-sphere. I personally believe that intermittently logging
off and reconnecting with your favorite facets of nature—friendship,
trees, rivers, sunshine, waves, babies, whatever— can inform our use of
the internet, allowing it to become a kind of place of worship and ecstatic
agora for human communion.

MONICA: Eliza, we discussed at
the last Golden Dome ways to find
ritualistic magic in the mundane or
everyday, and also how to deal with
the sacred in our own artistic practices.
I’m curious about how we can continue
to acknowledge the magic in the
mundane, and continue to unify artmaking and spirituality, in spite of both
art-world and daily-life practicalities.
As a healer, an artist, and someone
who just lives in the real world, how
do you deal with desacralization in
general? What are your thoughts on
the re-enchantment of life and of art?
What are your thoughts on dissolving
the inherent structures and binaries
that are sometimes necessary, but
also really separatist and problematic?
ELIZA: In order to dissolve the
boundaries between life and art you
must make a vow to not push any
aspect of your experience away, no
matter how unpleasant it is. I think a
lot about shit these days. Where it goes
and how it could be used to fertilize
more soil instead of poisoning our
water. I’m reading a lot of articles about
Nance Klehm’s “Humble Pile” project,
researching composting toilets, and
looking to build an artist-feeding garden
out of artist-made shit, and in this way
shit becomes my art-sustaining food
and life. We did that great workshop at
The Golden Dome with Linda Montano
about the psychological implications of
learning to shit in a toilet. When you
are wakeful and willing to look directly
at all facets of your life, disenchantment
isn’t possible. It’s all equally interesting
and requires an artful response.
Linda Montano’s practice of “creative
schizophrenia” also speaks to this
question. We are all and everything.

I think often of this passage from the
Corpus Hermeticum:
“Think that you are present everywhere:
in the sea, on earth and in heaven; think
that you were never born and that you
are still in the embryonic state: young
and old, dead and in the hereafter.
Understand everything at the same time:
time, place, things: quality and quantity.”
When you are sweeping your house
visualize a sweeping of your internal
world, visualize yourself as the broom,
visualize yourself as the dust, come
back into your body, become the dirt
again, bring your attention to the
wind. The story of the Tarot begins
with the Fool, the heyoka, the sacred
clown. We are here to play! Play with
perspectives, play with rules and roles,
play with your perceptions, use humor
to create dissonance and commotion
so that walls are freed to collapse into
laughter. We must become something
that has the power to perpetually
overcome itself— the sacred clown has
this power. This play is re-enchantment.
Spiral narratives, shifting perspectives,
movement, building, overcoming, and
play.
We were talking about the Egyptian
goddess Maat the other day. Maat
regulates the movements of the stars
and seasons and prevents the universe
from devolving into chaos. Maat deals
with the weighing of souls at the
moment of death. She puts your heartsoul on a scale, and if it is light enough
to be in balance with her feather you
will reach paradise safely— if it’s too
heavy you get eaten by a hippo demon.
Isn’t it profound that lightness of heart
is the key to paradise? That chaos is held

in check by a feather? Tune in to the cosmic giggle.
Stories also help. What is your Creation myth? How
did the Universe get started, and how does your story
of this beginning influence the way you make art?
GRACE: I immediately picture a space that can
contract into a single flame or ball of fire. Radiating
is everything in creation. Shifting, parallel shapes all
in touch with this flame-point-molten-lava-heartbeat. It’s a thinking feeling heart-based reality or
central organ. Where did this original energy come
from? This spark of pulsating-ness? I don’t know!
But I can feel into this joyous, exploding-expanding
desire of that energy to project and contract and
burst forth into new meanings. Dark meanings. Light
meanings. So many shades! It’s beautiful. Rainbows
beyond Rainbows beyond Rainbows. Prisming.
In our eternal state of trans, we are most
interconnected in our invisible parts. Can a
belly button give birth to itself? Riddle me this.
Sometimes, I also picture a reality that exists like
Russian Dolls—containers within containers, but
with fluid versus hard material boundaries. Sentient,
undulating information-dense layers containing
many characters within larger characters— mythic
or archetypal forces. We look at Russian Dolls and
we see the multiple and the individual at once.
Much can be hidden within one identifying shape.
At its core, I see this reality as a creative space, and
I truly believe that any movements or form-takings/
leavings are contingent upon the shape, status, and
health of the unfolding collective agreements within
our shared mythic reality. What story lines are we
agreeing to at any time?
It’s my feeling that our collective and individual
directionings depend on every being’s thoughtfeeling response to the implicit question of “Where
are we going?” Our consciousness asks us this
constantly and we relay, relay, relay with all kinds of
information on many different levels. We signal and
transmute. Sometimes quite unconsciously.

As an Intuitive “psychic," it is second nature for me to tune into
floating patterns and currents— available energy. The artist-writer in
me wants to organize these energies into story-picture-shapes. What
is possible to story-tell based on what I’m seeing/feeling/reading/
connecting with? What can I push? What needs to be birthed by me?
How can I better make myself the kind of key that will open the next
door I want to enter?
Everything that I seek to create in the context of my aggressive
faith-based art and writing practice is corded to the feeling of
being truly and meaningfully connected to others and thus being
concerned on some level with everyone’s “health-care” which I view
as “heart-care.” What is the health of our heart-based collective
creative energy? My creation myth has me thinking-feeling
into this constantly. Overall, I feel very responsible as a creator!
MONICA: Cosmos was smooth cold empty black. It was never
nothing, because to contain all of these qualities is to contain the
concept of magnitude itself. A soft glow, warm like flesh, shivered in
the cold, shook in the perfect center of this perfect space until it broke
off from itself and became two vibrating, pulsing, ethereal lights. The
light viewed itself and loved itself; the two saw each other and loved
each other. It was single and it was dual and both of these were real.
They moved toward each other, sometimes merging again, then
away, dancing a slow dance across the sky, a romantic stardust waltz
between worlds. This languid dance stirred Cosmos, and sparked
the heat that comes with movement: a tingling, pushy heat. It lit
aglow the corners of space, formed more bodies, created pressure
and gravity and molten mountains. Everything was imperceptible,
heavy and unhurried— not laborious, but slow, peaceful, and sure;
rocks, moons, planets, all of it slow-burning into existence as the two
lights began to melt in the heat, their eventual dissolve mirroring the
creation happening around them.
There is so much power in the simple unfolding of things, in the
romance of observation and unity. I like to think of the small being
large and the large being influenced, always, by the small. I do not
know how directly this translates into the way I make art, but I
observe everything with a great deal of love, and I hope that this
tenderness, this immense gratitude, is translated.
Sometimes I like to think of the Kiowa Apache creation myth that
the Universe expanded into being through the kicking of a ball, too.
This is an over-simplification of the story, but creation through play
is beautiful. u
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"Sacred Sadism and The Artist’s Submission"
by Genevieve Belleveau
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OK. Hi Tony. Tell us how you ended up at
the infamous loft on Ludlow.

Tony Conrad
by Will Cameron

In April of 2016 one of New York City's most beloved
artists, experimental filmmaker and minimalist composer
Tony Conrad, passed away at the age of 76, leaving
behind a personal history rich with art, music and stories.
Perfect Wave had a chance to sit down with Tony on January
22, 2009 at the Sunview Luncheonette on McGolrick Park in
Greenpoint where his studio was located at the time. Over
orders of pierogis we discussed his early years as an artist
in the city in the 1960s when he was living on the Lower
East Side with some of experimental music and film's most
obscure or usual suspects, Angus MacLise and Jack Smith.
Here is part of that conversation.

Film still: "Pythagoras in the Park" from Tony Conrad:
Completely in the Present

When I was in college I used to actually
drop by and visit my friend La Monte
[Young] in New York between Maryland,
where my family lived, and Boston where
I was going to school. So I would stop
by and visit La Monte who I had met
in summer of ‘59 when he was a grad
student at Berkeley. And in some weird
way my friend La Monte had actually
taken up an interest in drugs! It was hard
to believe and understand, but he shared
it with me and I found it interesting...
and he had other people hanging out
who had also seemed to be interested
in this peculiarity avenue. And always
with exotic music playing very loud on
his hi-fi over on Bank Street. Then when
I got there finally in the summer of ‘62
with my girlfriend, it turned out he had
a girlfriend! Well, actually they had been
playing together. Marian [Zazeela] had
been doing this wobbly drone music.
But I found that very important that he
was trying to do some kind of New Yorkbased Indian kind of construct music
because I was very interested in tambers,
sustained pitches, like a thing my violin
teacher had led me to. Anyway, I said,
“Hey is there any place we can crash?”
Marian surprisingly answered, “Hey,
you can stay at my loft.” She had left
with a month’s rent. She says, “Someone
is staying there, Jack Smith, but he’s
harmless and you can stay there.” So
later when I ran into him and he was
still drifting around I said, “Well, you can
stay at my place if you want,” because
I’d stayed at his place. It was obviously a
mutually invasive relationship, but OK,
what’s going on with this guy? So Jack,
always being one to snap up a charity as

it were; he moved in. So we began to
have a little art colony up there. Then
another apartment opened up on the
same floor on the other side of PRL.
Apartment probably 14.
So Angus [MacLise] managed to get
this apartment. Of course Angus
never had any money. So somehow
Angus convinced this ruinously
aggressive landlord that he would
do a makeover on the apartment and
that he would get the first month
free for that or something like that.
Under Angus’ apartment was a
completely besotted older woman
who was an alcoholic and a diabetic.
She was always hovering at the door
yelling at people who came up the
stairs. The apartment smelled in a
characteristic way a mile off. She
died actually during the first couple
of months I was there and I got her
stove. It turned out she had been
shitting in her sink. So lord knows
how any water was— I don’t know.
There was a Chinese guy downstairs.
No, it didn’t have any heat, the
bathrooms were in the hall. The
landlord had a pistol when he
collected the rent.
OK, so Angus managed to get this
deal, but of course Angus’ idea of
how to refurbish the apartment
was to actually make a nice
contemporary look with a plain brick
wall. What he did was he started by
chipping all of the plaster off the
wall and made a big pile of plaster
in the middle of the room. Somehow
I knew from the beginning that
this was an ill fated approach. On
the other hand, I kind of liked it.

Film still from Jack Smith's Normal Love (1963)

I heard it would get so cold in that
building that you'd have to burn
something from outside for heat?
Well, luckily the old lady had died
and I got her chuck stove. Up until
then it was just a fireplace. So, then
it was a fireplace and the wood
burning stove. The landlord had a
hardware store downstairs where he
imported hardware items in wooden
crates, so there was all this crate
wood right in front of the building.
I got to be very good at this kind
of karate-like thing where I would
break a box in five seconds. I could
take a box apart really quick because
the wood was bad. As fast as I could
take it apart, it would burn up in
the stove [makes breaking noise]. The
wood would only last a few minutes.
How long did you live at the apartment?
I don’t know. A couple years. Maybe
two and a half years, something like
that. Then what happened was Jack

approached me. Meanwhile, another
apartment had opened up downstairs.
So on the floor immediately below,
next to where the old lady used to
live, Mario Montez moved in. He
repainted and turned it into some
kind of bizarre Puerto Rican bliss.
It was like some bizarre tropical
fantasy apartment and had to be
the model for Jack’s later apartment
on First Avenue because it was so
extraordinary. Mario was just so
dedicated to him. It was all painted in
turquoise. The place looked fantastic
down there. Mario was great.
You and Angus were later both in Jack
Smith's film "Normal Love'?
After Jack got done with Flaming
Creatures and all that, he found his
way to what looked like a good
relationship with Angus. Then he
started shooting Normal Love. All
of us where drawn into this whole
thing of course. Angus played the
mummy in Normal Love, with
Beverly [Grant]. Then also Angus
was sometimes missing so once or
twice, I think only once maybe, I
played the mummy instead of Angus.
There might have been another
person playing the mummy at times,
the green mummy. I played the
mummy in the cake sequence.
Angus also had another connection
with that scene through Ron Rice’s
film, Chumlum, which is where Beverly
Grant had appeared in Jack’s orbit.
When he told me that Howard
Everngam, a good hearted guy

with a kind of classical bent, was going to put some kind of
contemporary music on [Chumlum] I said, “I don’t know.” I felt
it might require something a little more atmospheric, ambient,
or Jack Smith-ian, or something. I had recently acquired this
cimbalom at a completely derelict music store over on 2nd Street
form an old Jewish guy. It was a Romanian instrument apparently.
It was kind of broken down, but I loved it anyway for its
sonic character. I thought about it, and I thought— the problem for
me was I couldn’t really play it very well. I had this idea when Ron
told me about this movie he had been doing, I had this idea that
maybe my cimbalom, if I put Angus on it, would be cool. It was
late at night, but we were all pot high and stoked. So I said, “Just
wait. I’m going to go, and I’ll get you your soundtrack right now.
I went off and went to my apartment, got Angus, and got the
cimbalom. I didn’t tell Angus exactly what was up, but dragged
Angus and the cimbalom back to Ron’s place on Lispenard Street. I
knocked on the door. He was asleep with his girlfriend. He comes
to the door and opens the door, “Grrr.” He was always surly anyway,
at best. I step right inside the door and put the cimbalom down
on the ground. I hand the sticks to Angus and say, “Play.” Angus
crouches in front of the cimbalom and just starts to play. Then
Ron, who had gone back to bed, vaulted out of bed, and joined us.
By the next day he had made four recordings with Howard.
Howard’s plan of the abstract dodecaphonic music was gone, and
Ron called the film Chumlum. Because he didn’t know what it was.
He thought it was a "Chumlum."

Angus could play anything you put in front of him?
I had an experience with Angus that was very interesting
where we had been working up at Mom’s place and
we smoked a lot of pot over there and hung out a lot.
So we’re hanging out and at one point Angus said maybe
he could try out the violin. And I thought, “Sure!” Like
OK. It’s like a joke that says, “Do you play the violin?”
And somebody says, “I don’t know I never tried.” So
it’s sort of like supposed to be a notoriously horrible
instrument and I had found it to be such. I always
thought it sounded horrible until I started playing
one note. I thought it was really horrible, you know?
I couldn’t believe how monstrously awful it was to try
to be infected by Hyphets, Stern, and all these artificial
human beings who had catapulted themselves into a
mystery region where the instrument sounded good
because it obviously didn’t. I smirked and said, “Oh yeah,
well OK,” and gave the violin to Angus. He picked the
violin up and kind of snuggled it somewhere under his
chin and started bowing on it. He played something
quite awesome just like screeching and whacking away
at it, and it was awesome! I was really quite stunned.
I realized that with the chops of a percussionist, you
could really play anything. Well, later I realized that
any musician can play any instrument, like it’s just that
way. But it impressed me at the time very much. u
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Art, science and uselessness in Tierra del Fuego:
A conversation with Camila Marambio
by Catalina Jaramillo

Photo: Christy Gast

Ensayos works in collaboration with the Wildlife Conservation Society
(WCS), among other governmental institutions and NGOs, one of the oldest
conservation initiatives in the world. The WCS, based in The Bronx, owns
Karukinka, a 300,000 hectares park in Chile; manages five parks in New
York— Bronx Zoo, Prospect Park Zoo, Queens Zoo, Central Park Zoo and the
New York Aquarium— and develops over 500 field programs in more than 60
countries. In October and November of last year, the Ensayos collective held a
one month seminar at BHQFU, New York’s freest art school, and had a running
exhibition at their gallery space in the East Village. In 2014, they had a one
month show at the Kadist Foundation in Paris. Currently, they are developing
a beaver scent in collaboration with the Institute of Art and Olfaction in
California and a courtroom drama TV series based in Tierra del Fuego.
I don’t remember exactly when or where I met Camila, but since 2013 I’ve
interviewed her on several occasions for different publications (this is the
first time in English). In 2014, I finally had the chance to visit and stay in
Tierra for ten days at CAB Patagonia, a habitable museum located in Puerto
Yartou. I was deeply moved by the experience. Since then, I understand why
Camila has been working restlessly for five years raising funds and gathering
thinkers and creators who want to contribute complex reflections and actions
to the conservation of this very special territory at the end of the world.
Tip: in Spanish, the word curadora means curator and healer at the same time.

This interview was conducted in October 2015.
Camila Marambio, 36, defines herself as a private investigator,
amateur dancer, permaculture enthusiast, and sporadic writer; but
first and foremost, as a curator. She was born in the US, raised in
New York City and Santiago, and has lived in Amsterdam and Paris.
She has an M.A. in Modern Art: Critical and Curatorial Studies
from Columbia University and a Master of Experiments in Arts and
Politics from Science Po, and is now a Phd candidate in Philosophy
from Monash University in Melbourne, Australia. She currently
directs the nomadic residency program “Ensayos,” that enables
artists, scientists and local inhabitants to engage in experimental
interdisciplinary practice as a way to deal with ecological issues in
Tierra del Fuego. She’s also a regular contributor for the Miami Rail.

What are you doing in Tierra del Fuego?
I direct a research program...(she hesitates.) Actually, most of the time I feel
that the territory directs me. So, let me start again: Tierra del Fuego directs
a research program, which I am the curator of. Tierra del Fuego’s landscape
is magnificent, desolate, and overwhelmingly diverse and complex: there
are temperate forests, peat bogs, steppe, coastal areas, and the Cordillera de
Darwin. But its complexity is not only ecological, but also political. It’s a binational territory, divided between Chile and Argentina, which contributes to
making Tierra del Fuego a very unique place on the planet. A sort of laboratory
for observing how two groups of humans, each governed by different notions
of national identity and laws, enact these identities in relation to territory.

I want to add that even though in Tierra
del Fuego you tend to feel that you
are the first one ever to be there, this
territory has been inhabited, exploited
and used as a refuge by many people.
Absolutely. There’s a very strong
contradiction that one experiences
when visiting and/or inhabiting
Tierra del Fuego. As you mention, it’s
easy to feel that you are walking into
a pristine landscape, but in fact, it has
a long history of colonization, and
quite a violent one. There have been
people living in Tierra del Fuego since
some 13,000 years, as was recently
discovered by local archeologists.
These native peoples were living there
when the first conquerors arrived
and most of them were aggressively
persecuted and killed. Soon after
that, waves of Europeans came and
established themselves, either in
missions or as sheep ranchers, and
this radically changed the landscape’s
appearance. But the dynamism of
Tierra del Fuego is such that it has
literally overgrown some of these
interventions, so it’s easy to miss them.
It’s a very resilient territory.
It is. And so are the people that live
there. The wind is incredibly fierce
and it makes it very difficult to be
outside for all the hours that one
needs or wants to be. But, it’s not
more difficult to live in than places
way further north, cities in the north
of Norway or Canada. The fact is that
since the South American continent
narrows, and Tierra del Fuego finds
itself at the tip of the continent, there
is a conditioned sense ability that
makes you aware that you at the end
of the earth. And not everybody likes
to live on the edge. I personally love
that sensation, and that’s one of the

reasons I’m drawn there over and over
again. Many times I’ve come to think
about what kind of people go to Tierra
del Fuego and what sort of people stay
there, and there are three personality
types that I have come to distinguish.
One is the conqueror: the one who
wants to discover something so as to
claim it. The second is the renegade:
somebody who is running away from
something and is looking for a place
to hide [Butch Cassidy and Sundance
Kid, are among the most famous ones.]
And the third is the adventurer: a person
driven by curiosity and the desire to
know the unknowable.
Tell me about the project that Tierra del
Fuego is directing and you are curating.
It’s called Ensayos, a word that can
be translated as essays, trials or
rehearsals. What Ensayos does is to
explore different ways of being in
Tierra del Fuego, by engaging with the
ecological and aesthetic aspects of the
territory. On Tierra del Fuego there
are many conservation initiatives,
NGOs from all around the world, each
exercising a very different approach
to conservation— employing unique
methodologies, imposing different
ethical perspectives and producing
sometimes radically divergent strategies
to care for the biodiversity of the
islands. These distinctions mostly stem
from the visions of the organizations,
universities or governmental bodies that
are funding them. That eco-political
landscape concerns me. So I decided
to pool together a collective of artists
and social scientists to collaborate
with the many natural science
organizations at work there and to see
if there’s any space for art in the process
of conservation.

What kind of role can art play there?
That’s the question we have been asking ourselves for a couple of years now:
what can art do? And the most recurrent answer is that art is useless in that
context. But we think that points to its radical potential: to be useless! Art
can be the way to incorporate uselessness into the active missions of some
of these laudable organizations.
Wait, how can uselessness be important?
In the critical contemporary moment that we are living in, where
everything is valued by its use and efficiency, to make a case for uselessness
is really to advocate for an alternative way of understanding life. A way
that reinforces the emergence of other values; ones that are perhaps not
even new, but maybe inspired or related to the way people were living
in Tierra del Fuego before modern civilization. Nomadism as a means
of knowing and sustaining life requires an alertness that enhances
deep observation and springs alternative ecological visions. Art offers
a possibility of encountering what’s available through the senses, and
withholding from the urge to modify our surroundings to make them useful.
Your work with beavers could be an example of that.
Yes. The Canadian beaver was introduced into Argentinian Tierra del
Fuego in 1946 as a way to create an industry there, but the project went
astray when the fur industry collapsed years later. The 25 couples of
beavers were left to their own and without predators they adapted very,
very well. So 30 or 40 years down the line, there are almost as many
beavers as sheep on the island and they heavily impact the territory. So
when conservation efforts came to the land and resolved after years of
study to eradicate them, Ensayos said, wait! Let's see if we can look at this
situation from the point of view of uselessness. And poetic attitudes to the
problem emerged. Through Ensayos we propose drifting attitudes, and
considering imaginary and fictional solutions to the immediate problems.
That sounds fascinating. Can you give some examples of those solutions?
Well, we insist on “having a conversation” with the beavers— which is really
to say that we insist on considering their being alive— by trying new ways
of seeing and smelling. This communication helps to include them into the
decision making of their own future on the island. This, of course, involves
a lot of ridiculous or uncomfortable moments because it’s an interspecies
dialogue, something we are not used to doing because we don’t share a
language. For years, what we have been doing is hanging out on or around
castoreras, dams where beavers live, and trying to allow ourselves to perceive
their language.

This usually requires us to let go into a very different mental rhythm,
easing into a sense— awareness of how our perceptions change as we
try to decolonize the space that we are sharing, allowing us to hear the
beavers and engage in a kind of awe-driven relationship. We’ve taken
that practice to very playful extremes, such as actually wearing hand
made beaver costumes (wearable sculptures of sorts) to try to move
like beavers, and explore if they engage with their own represented
image. As of late, we have developed a set of four scents that might
entice them to get a little closer or to sniff out what our intentions are.
What kind of scents?
In early October we went to the Institute of Art and Olfaction in Los
Angeles to work on them. We used castoreum as a base note— castoreum
is a gland that the beavers have which secretes an oily substance
that fixes other scents. And for our middle and top notes we used
oils from bushes, berries, wood, flowers as well as some synthetics.
Have you been able to have any conversations with them so far? Are there any
outcomes to the exercises you’ve been performing?
Yes. Through listening and speaking to the beavers I think that we’ve
reached a new understanding of what it means to belong to a place and
who gets to claim ownership of it. Beavers are excellent homemakers,
and in that sense, they are similar to humans. When we arrive to a place
that has ample resources to support us, we usually make a home there
and begin to colonize. There are detrimental effects to this “spontaneous”
voracity of ours, to this “capacity” of home making away from our
“native” homes. What rights and responsibilities do colonies of displaced
people and non-humans have? That’s a question that we are all asking
ourselves seriously at the moment. Once you see it in this way, it is very
hard to continue thinking that eradication is the best way to deal with a
whole population of beings that claim Tierra del Fuego as their home.
It’s interesting, because you are working with scientists who are more used to
working with facts and numbers. How has the conversation between artists, social
scientists and scientists been going?
The conversations are not necessarily easy…it’s not that they are difficult,
but they are very demanding. We use the same words sometimes, but we
understand them completely differently. We have different definitions of the
same words. So we spend a lot of time, years actually, going over these words
and exploring how we are using them, so that we can understand somewhat
the same things. There are also a lot of prejudices to break. What we do,
a lot of the time, is to continually remind each other of the disciplinary
malformations that blind us to subtle difference and otherness.
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You are partnering with the Wildlife
Conservation Society, do they take this
seriously or is it just a fun thing to do
with artists?
Oh, they take us very seriously.
And I have to mention and thank
Bárbara Saavedra, a brilliant Chilean
ecologist and director of WCS Chile,
who never stops surprising me and
who was the one that opened the door
for all of this to get started. She and
I get into very intense conversations
about what are we doing. Even
though these are only ensayos or
essays, and mostly we are only trying
things out, at the core of it all, what
drives us is a real conviction that the
work that we’re performing has the
potential to influence the course of
very important decisions that will
shape the future of this territory. We
are really working on the well-being
of this place and its inhabitants. Wellbeing is both subjective and objective,
so definitions vary, and that’s when it
gets complicated. So time and time
again, we go over those definitions.
But we continue to try to bring them
together in a creative processes of
interweaving knowledge.
First you considered the beaver issue, and
now you are working with the coastline.
Tell me about it.
Tierra del Fuego is an archipelago, so,
how do we care for a territory that is
mostly made of water? Who stewards
the area where the water meets the
land? Who uses it? Who should have
rights over those territories? Who
knows about it? Those are some of
the questions we are asking, and we
hope to influence laws that are being

made to protect those areas, to
restrict or manage use and to
commemorate those communities
that have been living between
land and sea for ages. Historically,
these “territorial waters” were the
ones most used by the Yaghanes
and the Kaweskar, canoe peoples,
and also by the Selk’nam and
Aonikenk who came to the coast
to trade. That’s where culture was
taking place in Tierra del Fuego
since millennia. So we are very
interested in looking at how that
culture has developed and how
now those waters are mostly
in hands of fishing companies
or commercial ventures. This
coastal Ensayo, Ensayo #4,
brings up questions of private
ownership versus public use.
What are you working on now?
I’m mostly delving into human
geography [a branch of geography
dealing with how human activity
affects or is influenced by the
earth’s surface] with a new group
of researchers to study how the
law, and the representation of
a territory, has a strong impact
of the use-value that territory is
given. We are looking at four real
legal cases to analyze the human
geographical aspects and we want
to make a TV series, a courtroom
drama, to show these cases.
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other beings, and non-beings, and that they all need to be well for
you to be well. Tierra del Fuego is a place were my own struggles
between life and death made sense.
Why do you think your soul vibrates so much with Tierra del Fuego?

Where are you planning to show it?
It will probably be independent. Maybe Netflix? (Laughs)
We’ll see. It’s a long term project; I don’t think we’ll be filming
until 2018.
We have been talking intellectually, but I know that this project has
also taken you on a deep spiritual journey. I want to mention that you
are a cancer survivor and that Ensayos has played a role in that too.
Can you tell me more about your personal process?
Sure, thanks for this question. Ensayos is a pragmatic program
but also a poetic and abstract one and I like to strive to bring
these things together. Ensayos is really born out of a desire to
give a platform to caring. To caring for a place, like Tierra del
Fuego, but also for caring for everybody that cares for it, or wants
to care. Caring is something that is not only about doing. To care
for one’s self you can do a lot of things: wake up, stretch, take
care of your health, meals, etc. Yet, at the same time, all of those
activities need to be routed in a more spiritual sense of self for
them to add up to a life story. There is an undeniable need to
constantly feel that we are connected, understood, or held by a
much larger, enigmatic force. Our sense making organ, the brain,
looks for meaning. Some people dedicate themselves to this
curiosity by turning to religion, others to philosophy, etc. Tierra
del Fuego is a landscape that has become a landscape for finding
experiences that tend to my questions about care, about self, and
about the dissolution of the self. For the coming to understanding
that the self exists only in relation to a much larger network of

I knew it was going to be a long journey the moment I had my
first awakening there. I stood in the middle of the vastness, in an
area that is called Caleta Maria (but it could have been in any
other place there, really) and I knew at that very moment that I
was being shown my size, my scale, my place on the planet. And
that was so endearing, such a tender experience. It could have
produced terror, because of feeling just how tiny I was, but to
me it revealed the tremendous significance of just being present
in that very moment, at that place. Therefore, that place is sort
of an axis mundi, an access point that showed me the invisible
structures of the planet and universe. So, naturally, I decided to
honor it, consistently. It was a place where I, a kind of errant
migrant contemporary human— having being born in the States
and then having being raised also in Chile and then studied in
Europe— felt like I could really belong if that is what I wanted,
and I didn’t need to call it mine, I could just feel belonging.
So are you the conqueror, the adventurer or the renegade?
Ha! I think I’m more the renegade. And sometimes the adventurer.
And probably, to some degree, also the conqueror (laughs). But I
like the renegades, and when I meet them in Tierra del Fuego,
those are the ones that I get along with the most. u
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BOREALIS TESSERACT
I N T H E FOU RT H DI M E NSION

by Amy Catanzano

*Author’s note for

BOREALIS TESSERACT
IN THE FOURTH DIMENSION:
This poem is part of a suite of poems working with the image of a tesseract,
a four-dimensional analogue of a three-dimensional cube that represents
the fourth dimension in geometry. The poems are part of a serial, visual
poem, “Borealis: Time Signatures,” which explores theories of time in the
context of quantum poetics. In addition to fourth-dimensional spacetime
as represented by the tesseract, the theories of time explored in the series
include Newtonian time (linearity), sidereal time (how time is measured in
astronomy using stars), special relativistic time dilation (how time behaves
in special relativity), gravitational time dilation (how time behaves in general
relativity), an algorithmic timeline, a hyperdimensional timeline, Planck time
(how time is measured in quantum mechanics), time in fractal geometry,
circadian time, time in chronobiology, periodic and non-periodic time, and
morphogenetic time. The suite of tesseract poems in the series investigates the
fourth dimension, where the three dimensions of space meet the dimension of
time, through visual, linguistic, and asemic frameworks. Whereas in my book,
Starlight in Two Million: A Neo-Scientific Novella, I was aiming to enact what
Shanxing Wang calls “4th-person narration” by using the fourth dimension
of spacetime as a literary device, in this suite of poems I am using the symbol,
or what can be thought of as the physical body, of the fourth dimension. The
suite of poems in which this selection is a part contains computer-generated
tesseracts as well as hand-drawn tesseracts. A tesseract can be hand-drawn
by connecting the eight corresponding vertices of two overlapping, threedimensional cubes. From each face, there is an inner, distorted cube, and this
is a cube, too. The process of hand-drawing a tesseract, taught to me by the
poet Charles Stein, is challenging because of how the orientation shifts in time
as each vertex is being connected; it is easy to lose track of which vertices
to connect as the mind shifts orientation with the tesseract. The tesseract
images here are being projected down onto a two-dimensional surface, the
page. Similarly, the narrative in these poems that has decomposed on the
page is an example of how information gets lost in the process of projection.
In what ways is poetry a conceptual and material tesseract on the twodimensional space of a page or screen? When poetry is performed, is it being
projected in three-dimensional spacetime? Is poetry a higher-dimensional
projection of lower-dimensional, normative language? If so, this suggests there
is more lost information in normative language than in poetry, where, as a
higher-dimensional construct in spacetime,any kind of information (such as
contextual, narrative, fractured, visual, structural, rhythmic, and procedural
information) can be operating and thus any kind of reading, too. Perhaps
it is poetry’s freedom to be in any form that makes it a higher-dimensional
construct, like the tesseract, in spacetime.
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